
March thaws liberated my beaver friends, Willow, 
Bunchberry, Ducky, and Snowberry, from their 

watery world beneath the ice. With the snow still knee-
deep, they were able to enjoy food that had been out 
of reach when their pond froze. Wood chips festooned 
the muddy snow by their plunge holes. I was pleased 
to find the beavers of Lake Dismal fat and healthy after 
their months of seclusion.

I sometimes think I have learned a great deal about 
beavers over the two years I have spent in the company 
of this colony. Other times I wonder if I have just learned 
a great deal about these particular beavers. Last year I 
decided to find another beaver family for comparison. 
I hiked around the watershed and in two places I saw 
a single beaver. In both cases, the dam and lodge were 
either non-existent or uninspired, and on return trips the 
beaver was no longer there. Last December, a friend 
and I discovered a new dam and lodge in the brook 
directly below my house. I looked forward to spring 
and a chance to have a beaver so close to home. Alas, 
by spring the site had been vacated. I searched upstream 
and down and found no fresh beaver sign. 

In mid-April, however, I found a set of very fresh beaver 
tracks halfway between my home and Lake Dismal. 
The next day I found a trail of fresh beaver sign that 
spanned about a half mile of the brook—fragrant scent 
mounds, fresh spruce boughs nipped and nibbled, twigs 
stripped of bark, and tracks. Eager to see where the 
beaver would settle, and what would happen if it went 
upstream as far as the Lake Dismal beavers, I returned 
the next three days, but found no trace of the peripatetic 
beaver. I had to widen my search. 

It took me another week to find the beaver. He had chosen 
to settle on a tributary well above the main brook. Here 
a small dam repair had recreated a pretty pond. A fine 
new lodge had been constructed on the shore. Newts 
and minnows now floated above the carpet of grasses, 
sedges, and dewberry brambles that were so recently a 
meadow. As I marveled, the proprietor emerged from 
his lodge and swam past to inspect me. Could it be that 
this entire pond and lodge had appeared in the eleven 
days since I’d seen the fresh beaver sign on the main 
brook? I have learned not to underestimate what a 
rotund rodent with stubby legs, webbed feet, and a flat 
tail can accomplish, so I wouldn’t be surprised.

On my second official visit to the pond, a happy 
discovery helped explain how so much work had been 
accomplished; a pair of beavers were in residence! I 
would have a proper family for my comparison project. 
While one beaver slapped his tail before swimming off 
(all reference to gender is random at this stage), the 
other swam over to a little island right in front of me, 
about thirty feet away, turned her back to me, and began 
grazing. She then climbed ashore, turned to face me, and 
started to groom herself, rubbing her marvelous belly 
vigorously with both front paws. Finally, she gathered a 
mouthful of sedges, plopped into the water, and carried 
her cargo of bedding to the lodge. 

I have visited the pond on four evenings since. The new 
pond is a very satisfying place to sit as the sky darkens 
and the diurnal creatures trade shifts with the nocturnal. 
Winter wren and hermit thrush, with dueling melodies, 
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end their day, while barred owl and saw whet owl begin. The peepers, like a manic 
handbell choir, create a growing din. At the height of their performance they pay no 
heed if spotlights shine, thus, I have been able to walk among them to enjoy the visual 
performance, too. Whirligig beetles, their eyeshine headlights alight, circle each other 
on the surface of the pond like bumper cars. One night a handsome wood duck drake 
whistled in just above my head and splashed down on the far end of the pond. 

My status with the beavers seems to be transitioning from a curiosity to a welcome 
benefactor. They showed no interest in the apples and rodent nuggets I brought, but 
the poplar boughs always disappeared between visits. Last night, one of the beavers 
decided to inspect my offering of sugar maple saplings while I sat about twenty feet 
away. She swam close, then lost her nerve, turned and splashed her tail. I have learned 
to gauge the seriousness of a tail slap by how long the beaver remains submerged 
afterward. This beaver popped right back up and headed for the branches again. I 
talked to her in a quiet, cheerful voice. This time she strode ashore, tugged a branch 
free from the others, and swam ten feet farther up the shore before settling down to 
eat. Alas, it was late and I needed to leave. I would have to stand and walk toward the 
beaver to get to a break in the trees. She would likely consider this threatening and 
abandon her post, but it couldn’t be helped. As I proceeded, I explained that I was 
harmless. To my pleasure, she seemed to know that, and continued to enjoy her meal. 
I left the pond to the serenade of peepers and a beaver’s noisy gnawing. 

Now with two families of beavers to visit, I may have a better sense of variation 
among beavers and colonies. Are all beavers as serious and stolid as Willow and 
Bunchberry? Are all young beavers as cautious as Ducky and Snowberry? I’m not 
sure two colonies provide a large enough sample. Perhaps I could persuade you to 
adopt a beaver family, too? It takes a little patience, but the entertainment provided 
while you wait is, I think, reward enough.


